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Abstract—We demonstrate wavelength-division-multiplexed (WDM) and space-division-multiplexed (SDM) transmission of probabilistically shaped polarization-division-multiplexed (PDM) 1024-state quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM) channels over a 9.7-km single-mode 30-core fiber, achieving aggregated spectral efficiency of 297.82 bits/s/Hz on a 12.5-GHz grid and 7.01-Th/s spatial-super-channel on a 25-GHz grid without multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) processing. Actual soft-decision forward error correction (SD-FEC) decoding was employed to obtain error-free performance, and adaptive rates and spectral efficiencies for individual WDM/SDM channels have been applied according to their channel conditions, by adjusting the SD-FEC overhead without changing the modulation format. Probabilistically shaped PDM-1024-QAM has been used to further increase the aggregated achievable rate due to the added performance improvement through shaping gain.

Index Terms—Optical fiber communication, wavelength division multiplexing (WDM), space division multiplexing (SDM), spectral efficiency, adaptive rate, probabilistic shaping, forward error correction (FEC), 1024-state quadrature amplitude modulation (1024-QAM).

I. INTRODUCTION

To meet the ever-increasing demand for large-capacity optical fiber transmission, space-division-multiplexing (SDM) based on single-mode multi-core fibers (SM-MCFs) or few-mode multi-core fibers (FM-MCFs) has been proposed to significantly increase the aggregated spectral efficiency and transmission capacity [1-3]. Compared to the FM-MCF system, the transmission system using SM-MCF with uncoupled cores has the advantage of being free from mode dependent loss and modal differential group delay, thus removing the need for computation-intensive multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) processing and lowering both power consumption and latency. In order to boost the transmission capacity, dense SDM based on high-count SM-MCFs over 30 cores have been demonstrated recently [4-5].

In order to further increase data rate in the high-count SM-MCF transmission system, more advanced modulation formats with higher spectral efficiency (SE), such as higher-order quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM), will be needed. While 1024-QAM and 2048-QAM have been used for single-channel SM-MCF transmission with a symbol rate of only ~3 Gbaud [6-7], the most advanced modulation format used for the wavelength-division multiplexing (WDM) /SDM transmission system so far is polarization-division-multiplexed (PDM)-64-QAM [2, 8]. To achieve higher-order QAM (such as 1024-QAM) with higher symbol rates (>10 Gbaud) over multiple WDM channels, there are several main challenges such as limitations of current transceivers, achievable optical signal-to-noise ratio (OSNR) after the transmission and cost of narrow-linewidth lasers in the system. Recently, probabilistic shaping has attracted attentions in optical communications, not only for achieving shaping gain but also for the capability of adapting their rate to channel conditions [9-11].

A large-capacity WDM/SDM transmission system typically consists of thousands or tens of thousands of parallel channels in both wavelength and space [1-5, 8] domains, which usually do not exhibit the same transmission performance due to unequal gain of optical amplifier over wavelengths, loss variation of spatial channels and power variation among all the channels. However, the overall transmission performance is usually limited by the worst channels, in order to achieve error-free performance for all the transmitted channels. By using adaptive rates for individual channels according to the channel conditions, data rates for all the channels can be maximized, thus increasing the aggregated transmission rate and spectral efficiency [12].
In this paper, we demonstrate the first probabilistic shaping (PS) for WDM/SDM transmission with ultra-high aggregated spectral efficiency. We employ the advanced modulation format of PS-PDM-1024-QAM and full soft-decision forward error correction (SD-FEC) decoding with adaptive information rates for different spectral and spatial channels to maximize data rates with error-free performances. We achieve record-high spectral efficiency of up to 297.8 bit/s/Hz for a SM-MCF transmission system. The inter-core crosstalk of the single-mode 30-core fiber used in the experiment is low enough, thus allowing for MIMO-free transmission.

The paper is organized as follows. We first describe the coding and decoding of 1024-QAM with probabilistic shaping and SD-FEC in Section II. Then, we present the experimental setup of the WDM/SDM transmission of PS-PDM-1024-QAM channels in section III. Experimental results after the WDM/SDM transmission are shown in Section IV. Finally, we conclude the paper in Section V.

II. PROBABILISTIC SHAPING AND SD-FEC

![Fig. 1. The symbols have probabilities of $p(x_l) = 2^{-l}$, where $l$ is an integer. 32 symbols in each I and Q, resulting in 1024-QAM.](image)

Probabilistic shaping is performed as in [9]. The user data are encoded by a turbo code with convolutional constituent encoders, and then many-to-one bit-to-symbol mapped. The symbol probabilities of $p(x_l) = 2^{-l}$ ($l$ is an integer) is used in the experiment, in order to achieve the optimized probability mass function (PMF) of the QAM symbols shown in Fig. 1. With many-to-one labeling, in contrast to standard QAM with unique Gray mapping, multiple bit strings are mapped to the same constellation symbol, making it appear more often on average (Fig.2). This results in increased length of the symbol label, e.g. 14 bits/symbol for the shaped 1024-QAM constellation considered here, and the resulting ambiguities are resolved by the decoder. The adaptive rate in this scheme is achieved by properly puncturing the turbo code to the desired SD-FEC overhead and data rates of $\xi = 5, 5.5$ and 6 information bits/QAM symbol are used. Due to the rather large constellation size (1024-QAM) and the fact that the total bit-rate is increased for many-to-one mapping w.r.t. standard Gray mapping, the required overhead is 180%, 154.5% and 133.3% for the three data rates, respectively. The PS QAM symbols are then uniformly interleaved with 10% QPSK symbols which carry $\xi_{\text{QPSK}} = 2$ bits/QAM symbol, resulting in a hybrid modulation, as shown in Fig. 3. Finally, a frame alignment sequence (FAS) is added to the beginning of the sequence, pulse shaping is performed (square root raised cosine, roll-off 0.01), and the waveform is sent to the arbitrary waveform generator (AWG).

At the receiver, the FAS is found, which allows for identifying the QPSK symbol positions. The adaptive constant modulus algorithm is only performed on the QPSK symbols. The equalization taps are found and then interpolated to equalize the remaining QAM symbol positions [13]. Using the QPSK symbols, Viterbi&Viterbi (V&V) coarse frequency offset and phase noise correction is performed, which allows for demodulation of the QPSK data (the achievable receiver OSNR is well above the required OSNR for QPSK to reach its error-free decoding threshold). Once demodulated, the QPSK symbols are used as pilots for fine phase noise compensation as in [9].

Iterative demapping and decoding is performed with 10 iterations between the turbo code’s constituent decoders for each of 5 demapping iterations. As mentioned in [9], iterative demapping, while beneficial for the system overall, is not a requirement for achieving shaping gain for the studied data rates and mapping functions. More than 300 blocks of 6600 (6000 QAM + 600 QPSK) symbols are transmitted and decoded in each case, making the number of decoded information bits $>10^5$ in all cases and thereby BER values above $10^{-5}$ reliable. Consequently, when no errors are measured, the BER is reliably below $10^{-7}$. An outer HD-FEC is then assumed with overhead 0.8% and decoding threshold
of $5 \times 10^{-5}$ [14], which can correct the remaining errors and bring the BER below $10^{-12}$. When the BER $\leq 10^{-5}$ is measured, it is considered reliably error-free after the HD-FEC decoding.

The system performance in this paper is evaluated based on the mutual information between input and output sequences, as well as achieved net data rate with error-free (BER $\leq 10^{-5}$) performance. The MI describes an achievable information rate (AIR) with ideal FEC and poses an upper bound on the achieved net data rate with tractable, finite-length error correction. The MI is estimated for the hybrid sequence in [bits/QAM symbol] and thus includes the effect of the QPSK symbols. The AIR is given by

$$AIR = \eta \cdot \frac{1}{11}(J(X_{QAM};Y_{QAM}) + 0.1 \cdot J(X_{QPSK};Y_{QPSK})),$$

where $\eta$ is the bandwidth occupancy, $X_{QAM}$ and $Y_{QAM}$ are the input and output PS-1024-QAM symbols respectively, $X_{QPSK}$ and $Y_{QPSK}$ are the input and output symbols (after V&V phase noise correction) at the QPSK positions and $J(\cdot;\cdot)$ is the MI functional. A typical received QPSK constellation (defined by the symbols $Y_{QPSK}$) is given in Fig. 4. The estimated error-vector magnitude (EVM) of the symbols is $11.5\%$, which results in estimated BER $\approx 2 \times 10^{-18}$. In all our experiments, the measured BER $\approx 0$. Correspondingly, $J(X_{QPSK};Y_{QPSK})$ was estimated to coincide with the maximum data rate, obtainable by QPSK constellations of $J(X_{QPSK};Y_{QPSK}) = \xi_{QPSK} = \log_2 4 = 2$ bits/symbol. The MI $J(X_{QAM};Y_{QAM})$ is estimated with the auxiliary channel and mismatched decoding principle [15]. In particular, the symbols $X_{QAM}$ and $Y_{QAM}$ are assumed to be the input and output, respectively, of a standard Wiener phase noise channel [16]. The MI is estimated with the phase noise compensation algorithm from [16].

Assuming the above mentioned HD-FEC, the resulting net SE is calculated as

$$SE = \eta \cdot \left(\xi + 0.1 \cdot \xi_{QPSK}\right) \cdot \frac{1}{1 + 0.008}$$

The SE is achieved when the BER after SD is found to be $\leq 10^{-5}$ (see explanation above). Consequently, the difference between the SE and the AIR describes the penalty from the imperfect coding.

![Fig. 4. Received constellation for the QPSK symbols. EVM is approximately 11.5%, corresponding to estimated BER of $\approx 2 \times 10^{-18}$, and measured BER= 0.](image)

### III. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

Figure 5 (a) shows the experimental setup for the WDM/SDM transmission of PS PDM-1024-QAM channels. Eight external cavity lasers (ECLs) centered around 193.4 THz and with a linewidth of 10 kHz are divided into odd and even channels, and then independently modulated with two I/Q modulators driven by a 4-channel arbitrary waveform generator (AWG) with a sampling rate of 64 GSa/s to produce PS 1024-QAM WDM channels. In the experiment, two symbol rates and frequency grids are used, 12 Gbaud on a 12.5 GHz grid or 24.5 Gbaud on a 25 GHz grid. The modulated odd and even channels are combined by a 3-dB coupler with an additional delay in one path for further decorrelation between
neighboring channels, amplified by an EDFA and then passed through a delay-and-add polarization emulator to generate PDM signals. The generated WDM channels with a 12.5 GHz grid or a 25 GHz grid are shown in Fig. 5 (b) and (c), respectively. Furthermore, 30 de-correlated SDM channels are generated using splitters, amplifiers and delays (at least 2.5 ns between SDM channels), which are then launched into a 9.6-km heterogeneous single-mode 30-core fiber through a 3D-waveguide based fan-in device. The launched power for each core varies from 4 to 8 dBm, since the fan-in/fan-out devices have loss-variations in between 5 dB and 8 dB.

The heterogeneous single-mode 30-core fiber used in the experiment has four different types of cores (Fig. 5 (d)), which introduce phase mismatch between neighboring cores, resulting in a high-density core arrangement with low crosstalk of < -50 dB after a 9.6 km transmission [17]. The low inter-core crosstalk enables such a high data rate transmission without MIMO processing. The 30 cores are arranged within the limited cladding diameter of 228 μm, with an average $A_{eff}$ of approximately 80 μm².

At the output of the 30-core fiber, 30 SDM channels are demultiplexed using another 3D-waveguide based fan-out device. The demultiplexed spatial channels are amplified, and one WDM channel is filtered out at a time. Each selected WDM channel is detected by a polarization-diversity coherent receiver followed by a digital sampling oscilloscope (DSO, 80 GSa/s, 33 GHz) and offline digital signal processing, as described in Section II and Fig. 3.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We first evaluated the transmission performances of uniform QAM signal and probabilistic shaped QAM signal after the WDM/SDM transmission, for the cases of both PDM-256-QAM and PDM-1024-QAM at 24.5 Gbaud with an input data rate of 5 bits/QAM symbol.

We achieved mutual information (MI, bits/QAM symbol) and achieved spectral efficiency (SE, bits/s/Hz/pol/core) using the employed non-ideal SD-FEC decoding after the 30-core transmission of all the WDM and SDM channels for the cases of 12 Gbaud PS PDM-1024-QAM signal on a 12.5 GHz grid (a) and 24.5 Gbaud PS PDM-1024-QAM signal on a 25 GHz grid (b). Channel# corresponds to the WDM channels (from 1 to 8) and core# corresponds to the cores of the 30-core fiber (from 1 to 30).
Table 1. Summary of the main results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>12 Gbaud @ 12.5 GHz</th>
<th>24.5 Gbaud @ 25 GHz</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Outer HD-FEC overhead</td>
<td>0.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QPSK hybrid</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tested input data rate $\xi$ (shaping) [bits/QAM symbol]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Achieved average SE [bit/s/Hz/polarization/core]</td>
<td>4.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Achieved average AIR (hybrid) [bit/symbol]</td>
<td>5.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Achieved aggregated SE [bit/s/Hz]</td>
<td>297.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Achieved aggregated data rate per frequency channel [Tbps]</td>
<td>3.72</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7 shows the AIR in bits/QAM symbol and the achieved spectral efficiency (SE, bits/s/Hz/polarization/core) with error-free performance after the 30-core fiber transmission for all the WDM and SDM channels in the cases of 12 Gbaud PS PDM-1024-QAM signal on a 12.5 GHz grid and 24.5 Gbaud PS PDM-1024-QAM signal on a 25 GHz grid. The MI gives an upper bound on the achievable SE by using ideal SD-FEC decoding. We also employed actual SD-FEC decoding to achieve error-free performance after the transmission, and the experimentally achieved SE based on our non-ideal codes is also shown.

Due to the OSNR variations between the WDM channels and loss variations in the different cores of the 30-core fiber, transmission performances of the WDM/SDM channels are not the same. Since the channel 1 (CH1) is at the edge of the WDM channels, it has less inter-channel crosstalk and less nonlinear distortion compared to the channels in the middle. In addition, CH1 has slightly higher power than the other WDM channels due to gain tilting of the EDFA. Therefore, CH1 has better performance than the other channels. Three different input data rates (5, 5.5 and 6 bits/QAM symbol) were tested for each individual channel, and maximum MIs and SEs are achieved with error-free performance according to the channel conditions, thus enabling adaptive rates and SEs for different WDM/SDM channels without changing the modulation format. Table 1 summarizes the main results of the experiment. For the 12-Gbaud PS PDM-1024-QAM signal on a 12.5 GHz grid, the achieved average AIR is 5.39 bits/QAM symbol and the achieved average SE with the employed FEC decoding is 4.96 bit/s/Hz/polarization/core, resulting in an aggregated net data rate of 297.82 bit/s/Hz and an aggregate spectral efficiency of up to 12.5 GHz grid and record-high aggregate spectral efficiency of up to 297.82 bit/s/Hz for SM-MCF transmission systems on a 12.5 GHz grid. In addition, the inter-core crosstalk of the 30-core fiber is low enough so that MIMO processing is avoided.

In order to maximize overall capacity and spectral efficiency, we have demonstrated adaptive rates and spectral efficiencies for individual WDM/SDM channels according to their channel conditions, by adjusting the SD-FEC overhead without changing the modulation format. PS PDM-1024-QAM has been used for the WDM/SDM transmission over a 9.6-km 30-core fiber, which exhibits lowest OSNR requirement for the error-free performance compared to the other tested modulation formats, including PS PDM-256-QAM, uniform PDM-1024-QAM and uniform PDM-256-QAM. Actual SD-FEC decoding was employed to obtain error-free performance, and owing to the shaping gain we achieved aggregated net data rate per frequency channel of 7.01 Tbit/s on a 25 GHz grid and record-high aggregate spectral efficiency of up to 297.82 bit/s/Hz for SM-MCF transmission systems on a 12.5 GHz grid. In the interference, the crosstalk of the 30-core fiber is low enough so that MIMO processing is avoided.
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